
 

 

Summary of Press Conference Comments Made by Makoto Yagi, FEPC Chairman, on October 25, 2013 

 

Today, I would like to say a few words on the following three topics: the supply and demand outlook for 

electricity for this winter, our views on the discussions on the national energy policy, and the status of 

preparation of the nuclear emergency support organization. 

 

1. Supply and demand outlook for electricity this winter 

First, I would like to say a few words on the supply and demand outlook for electricity this winter. On 

October 1, each electric power company reported to the government its supply and demand outlook for 

electricity for this winter. Following a review of the reports, the Electricity Supply and Demand Verification 

Subcommittee finalized the outlook, including the need to request electricity saving with numerical targets in 

Hokkaido. Based on this conclusion, the government is expected to announce its policy measures shortly. 

 

This winter, all electric power companies are expected to be able to just secure a minimum reserve margin of 

3%. However, the situation remains tight: the outlook on the demand side assumes that electricity-saving 

activities have taken root, while the supply side relies on emergency plans which depend heavily on thermal 

power plants, including putting off periodic inspections of thermal power plants and restarting those plants 

that had been shut down, as there are no clear prospects for restarting the nuclear power plants. 

 

Although Hokkaido, where power demand peaks in the winter, has in theory secured the necessary reserve 

margin of 7.2%, the situation is expected to remain very tight as the area has a relatively small total demand, 

making it particularly vulnerable to unforeseen troubles, and because it cannot receive much electricity from 

other power companies in an emergency due to the limited capacity of transmission lines. 

 

Despite these circumstances, we will continue to make utmost efforts on both the supply and demand sides, 

while preparing for an increase in demand due to a particularly cold winter and the risks of facility troubles. 

However, to achieve our goal of securing a stable supply of electricity on a sustainable basis and to provide it 



 

 

as cheaply as possible, nuclear power is essential as a base source of electricity. Thus, we will make utmost 

efforts to ensure the safety of nuclear power stations and regain the trust of the hosting communities and the 

people of Japan, so that the plants can be restarted as soon as possible. 

 

2. Our views on the discussions on the national energy policy 

Next, I would like to say a few words on the discussions on the national energy policy. Currently, discussions 

are under way on important energy-related issues, such as the formulation of the Basic Energy Plan and the 

new system design for the reforms of the electric power system. Global warming countermeasures, which are 

being debated internationally and are inseparably linked with energy, are also important. 

Energy policy is a key policy of a nation, and thus should be promoted steadily without fluctuating in the 

medium- to long-term, by discussing and verifying various factors including the impact on the lives of the 

people and economic activity. 

 

This month marks the 40th anniversary of the first oil shock, which taught Japan the importance of 

diversifying energy sources, and Japan has subsequently used that lesson in its strategies. For Japan, which 

has limited energy resources, it is important to promote the "S+3E's policy", which stands for safety, energy 

security, economic efficiency and environmental conservation. To do this, nuclear power has an essential role 

to play. We hope that the Japanese government will continue to include nuclear power generation and the 

nuclear fuel cycle in the national policy of Japan, and continue to utilize nuclear power generation as an 

important power source. 

 

Furthermore, reforms of the electric power system are crucial for ensuring that electricity is supplied 

inexpensively and stably in the long term. Last week, on October 15, the bill on the reforms was re-submitted 

to an extraordinary session of the Diet. As we have been saying, the electric power companies are committed 

to actively cooperating, from the working level, with the detailed reviews to create an electric power system 

that truly benefits the users. 

 



 

 

3. Status of preparation of the nuclear emergency support organization 

Lastly, I would like to say a few words on the status of preparation of the nuclear emergency support 

organization. The plan to establish the organization was announced in July last year. Today, I would like to 

report on the specific policies for the official launch of the organization, which were finalized in the General 

Policy Meeting today. Please look at the handouts. 

 

The role of this organization is to help a power company deal with a nuclear accident by dispatching 

remote-controlled robots to the site, allowing the power company to take various sophisticated measures in the 

event of a nuclear disaster. At normal times, the organization maintains and improves the system so that it can 

provide effective support in an emergency, by centrally procuring and managing resources and equipment, 

such as robots, and training the operators jointly with the power companies. 

 

Today, the General Policy Meeting finalized the basic roles and activities of the organization as well as the 

requirements for the equipment to be procured and the siting of the organization, and decided that the Japan 

Atomic Power Company will lead the detailed review for deciding the structure and location of the 

organization. So far, Fukui Prefecture and the town of Mihama have offered a candidate location for the 

organization, and geological surveys of this location will be conducted by the end of the year.  

The organization is slated for official launch in FY 2015 following detailed reviews. 

 

The power companies will continue to work to improve safety and reliability, while fully meeting the 

requirements for severe accident countermeasures in accordance with the new regulatory requirements. 

The power companies will also continue to establish the emergency support organization as an industry-wide 

voluntary effort, to ensure that a nuclear disaster, if one occurs, is dealt with effectively and efficiently. 

 

This is all for today. Thank you for your kind attention. 

 

http://www.fepc.or.jp/about_us/pr/pdf/s1_e_20131025.pdf
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Status of Preparation of the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization 

- Building a power industry-wide support system to prepare for a disaster - 

 

The Federation of Electric Power Companies (FEPC) plans to build a nuclear emergency support 

organization by FY 2015 to provide diverse and advanced means to deal with a nuclear disaster in a power 

plant (as announced on July 20, 2012). 

 

Following the announcement in July 2012, a temporary team was established within the Tsuruga 

Training Center of the Japan Atomic Power Company in January 2013 for purchasing necessary robots and 

training their operators, while the entire power industry discussed the ideal form and functions of the future 

organization, including its structure. As a result, the Basic Concept that sets out the policy for preparing 

and operating the organization was finalized today. 

 

The purpose of this organization is to help a power company tackle a nuclear disaster by dispatching 

equipment such as remote-controlled robots for checking the site situation, measuring the air dose rate, and 

removing debris both inside and outside the building, in a highly radioactive environment with debris 

covering the ground. In normal times, the organization centrally purchases and improves the equipment 

and trains the operators, gathering know-how and experience from across the industry to maintain and 

improve an efficient and effective support organization. 

 

In addition to the basic roles and actions of the organization, the Basic Concept defines the response 

system in the event of an emergency, as well as the requirements for the equipment to be purchased and the 

siting of the organization. 

 

Going forward, the Japan Atomic Power Company (JAPC) will lead the detailed review based on this 

Basic Concept to launch the organization by FY 2015. Specifically, the JAPC will procure the necessary 

equipment, develop manuals, and plan the operation of the organization, while performing measurements 

and geological surveys in a part of the Fukui Prefectural Horticultural Research Center in Mihama town, as 

a candidate site where the organization could be located. 

 

While fully meeting the new regulatory requirements, the power companies will make utmost voluntary 

efforts to improve the safety measures. As part of such efforts, the power industry will work together to 

build a system that provides the highest level of support in the world. 

 

Document 
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Overview of the Basic Concept of the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization 

 

In addition to the fundamental roles and actions of the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization, the 

Basic Concept sets out the response system in the event of an emergency, as well as the requirements for 

the equipment to be procured and the siting of the organization. 

Based on this Basic Concept, detailed reviews will be carried out to establish the organization by FY 

2015. 

In formulating the Basic Concept, the “Suggestions for the preparation of the Nuclear Emergency 

Support Organization (February, 2013)” submitted by the Fukui Prefectural Committee for the Preparation 

of the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization have been reviewed and taken into account. 
 

1. Role 

To minimize the radiation exposure of personnel in a highly radioactive environment in a nuclear 

disaster, the organization centrally manages and operates equipment such as remote-controlled robots, thus 

helping the power company to tackle the disaster with diverse and advanced measures. 
 

2. Actions to be implemented 

 a. In an accident 

- In the event of a nuclear disaster, quickly send personnel and equipment from the hub to the site in 
response to a request from the power company responsible for the accident. 

- Under the instructions of and in collaboration with the relevant power company, use remote-controlled 
robots to check the site situation, measure the air dose rate, secure access paths by removing debris, 
remove obstacles inside the building, and transport equipment. 

 

Appendix 1
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Details of disaster response and the flow of support activities 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 B. Normal times 

- Secure a 24/7 emergency contact system, and develop a mobilization plan. 
- Train personnel on robot operation, and make improvements based on know-how and experience 

gained through the procurement, maintenance, management and training on necessary equipment.

 

Within the nuclear power 
station 

(On-site) response 
(Dealing with the accident) 

Nuclear emergency support 
organization 

Instructions, support 

Call for help 

 
Emergency response center 

 

Providing support personnel and equipment: 
- Surveillance and work robots 
- Unmanned helicopter 
- Drone heavy machinery 
- Equipment for on-site activities 
- Carrier vehicles 

Deploying support personnel 
and equipment incl. RC 
robots 

Disaster response support hub 
In the plant vicinity: 
Personnel for supporting the power company 
Nuclear emergency support organization 
personnel 

Power company responsible for 
the accident  

[The power company headquarters, 
etc.] 

 

 Personnel 
Equipment

Personnel 
Equipment 

Joint 
response

 Accident N
PP

Request to 
come to site
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3. Equipment to be prepared 
The following equipment is to be procured by the support organization for conducting support activities: 
 
 a. Remote-controlled equipment 

Small- and medium-sized 

robots 

Gathering information both indoors and outdoors, removing 

obstacles indoors, and removing dust. 

Small and large drone heavy 

machinery 

Removing obstacles indoors and outdoors, and carrying equipment.

Drone helicopter (small UAV) Gathering information indoors and outdoors (surveillance from an 

elevated viewpoint) 
 
 b. Equipment for on-site activities (for roughly 3 days of support) 

Radiation protection 

equipment 

Full face masks, dosimeters, Tyvek suits 

Radiation control and 

decontamination equipment 

Decontamination tents, high-pressure washers, drainage water 

storage tanks, portable radiation counters 

Work equipment Radio repeaters, maintenance and repair equipment, spare parts 

General equipment Communication devices, light and power sources, fuel, food and 

water, consumable supplies 
 
 c. Carrier vehicles 

Carrier vehicles 

(prepare the number of units 

needed for each purpose) 

Equipment carrier vehicles (robot and light equipment carrier 

vehicle, heavy equipment carrier vehicle, etc.) 

On-site command car 

 

4. Support organization facilities 

The functions and specifications of the support organization facilities required in order to serve their 

roles are as follows: 

 

Function Rooms and storages Buildings 
Organization management Office, meeting room, reception room 
Command and support in an 
emergency 

Emergency operation (communication) 
room, lodging facilities 

Information management Reference room 

Office building 

Outdoor 
training 

Training field for operating heavy 
equipment and drone helicopter, debris 
depot 

Outdoor training field 

Classroom 
lessons and 
desktop 
training 

Study room 

Indoor training 
Operation training room (operation 
room, test run room) 

Education 
and training 

Radiation Room for practicing how to wear and 

Indoor training 
building 
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protection 
training 

remove equipment  

Maintenance 
Engineering room (electrical, 
mechanical) 
Equipment (robot) storage Robot storage 

Garage for various vehicles, equipment 
storage 

Garage for various 
vehicles, equipment 
storage 

Maintenance 
and 
management 
of equipment 

Storage 

General garage, hazardous material 
storage  

General garage, 
hazardous material 
storage 

Response to emergency at the 
support hub 

Emergency generator, fuel storage Generator room 

Transportation 
On-site roads (can be used by heavy 
equipment and vehicles) 
Heliport* 

Other 
Employee (guest) parking space, green 
space 

Within the premises 
outdoors 

* In selecting the site, make sure that a heliport suitable for large carrier helicopters can be secured near 
the hub facilities. 

 
Organization: 1 or 2 hubs in the country (incl. Fukui Prefecture) 
Employees: Approx. 20 employees/hub 
Launch timing: Established in Fukui prefecture by FY 2015 
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Appendix 2 

 

 

Nuclear Emergency Support Organization: Overview of Survey at a Candidate Site 

 
 
Purpose: To check the ground bearing strength (bearing capacity and settlement) for preparing the site for 

the Organization 

 

Survey conducted by: The Japan Atomic Power Company 

 

Survey location: within the Fukui Prefectural Horticultural Research Center (Kugushi, Mihama-cho, 

Mikata-gun, Fukui Prefecture) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey items    (1) Land measurement 

(2) Geological survey (drilling investigation) 

- Survey points: 10 points 

- Drilling depth: 10–50 meters 

 

Survey period: October to December, 2013 (planned) 

 
                                  

Fukui Prefectural 
Horticultural Research 

Center 

Candidate site for survey 

Mihama Gymnastics Hall 

Mihama Town Square 

Town baseball field 

Multi-purpose  
recreation ground 

Lake Kugushi 



Schedule for the Preparation of the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization
＜Reference＞

FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 -
Phase 1 Phase 3Phase 2

Main 
phases

Refining and defining the Basic ConceptRefining and defining the Basic ConceptDiscuss the ideal form andDiscuss the ideal form andDefining
the future

Center established
(in Fukui Prefecture)

Launch of the Launch of the 

Basic Concept finalized
▼ ▽

functions of the organizationfunctions of the organizationthe future
image

support organizatsupport organizat
Preparation led by JAPC

Fukui Prefectural 
Preparation Committee

Incorporated in the Basic 
Concept

▽Recommendations 
(February 5, 2013)

E i t Increasing the number of robots

Increasing the number of robots 
and improving skills in operating them

Preparation Committee

Equipment
②Procurement of robots

Maintenance, management and emergency responseIncreasing the number of robots 
and improving skills in operating them

Maintenance, management and emergency response

① Establishment of the nuclear emergency support center
（to procure equipment and train personnel until the support organization is officially launched）

③Training utility personnel Training utility personnel (regular classroom and practical training)Personnel 
training



Activities in Phase 1 and 2 (as of September 2013)

A nuclear emergency support center was set up to procure and manage equipment and to train operators. 

①Establishment of the preliminar n clear emergenc s pport center (Jan ar 23 2013)
Venue: within the Tsuruga Training Center of the Japan Atomic Power Company (9 personnel)
Role: Procurement and management of equipment and the training of equipment operators until the establishment of 

the Nuclear Emergency Support Organization

①Establishment of the preliminary nuclear emergency support center (January 23, 2013)

2 PackBots (site surveillance (video, radiation measurement))

②Procurement and management of robots
Operation of PackBot (driving, ascending and descending steps, 

③Robot operation training by utility personnel

g y pp g

( ( , ))
1 Warrior (removing obstacles)

p ( g, g g p ,
grasping objects)

Center: Warrior   Left & Right: PackBot (by iRobot) Training scene at the center
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